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Dubaiâ€™s nearby desert landscape offers tourists a picture of both worlds, the modern and futuristic
Dubai City, along with a desert landscape that reminds people of how it all began.  It looks like
something out of Star Wars movie where the future and the past co-exist at one time. If you are
visiting Dubai for the first time, a desert safari tour in Dubai should be on your itinerary as it presents
life in the desert, the true and raw experience with a twist.

Desert safariâ€™s have always been about going out into the desert and living under the starry night
skies like the way it used to be; bringing us closer to nature in the vastness and the emptiness of the
desert. Now that would be good for a nature lover, but for adventure-seekers, nothing beats the thrill
of a dune bashing experience.

Dune bashing is a safe and secure way for the whole family or group to have fun in one go. Usually
presented as a part of a Dubai tour package, dune bashing involves a thrill ride up and down the
desertâ€™s humongous sand dunes. Sand dunes in a desert can be anywhere from 30 to 60 feet high
when they rise which makes ascending and descending such climbs and falls even more exciting.
Itâ€™s an adrenalin filled roller coaster ride where everyone is at the edge of their seats. This changes
the whole theme of the desert safari and caters to both the nature lover and the adventure thrill
seeker.

The off-road vehicles used are usually larger 4X4 vehicles that have been designed and modified to
manoeuvre the desert landscape with ease. All of the vehicles have roll-cages and safety harnesses
designed to protect occupants so safety is always a first priority in this fun activity.

Tour operators offer desert safaris in Dubai, UAE delivering a dune bashing experience like no other
in the hands of professional drivers only. The dune bashing experience is a part of desert safari tour
packages in Dubai; one of the many experiences offered by the company. One can choose between
the morning, evening or over-night desert safari which is the best deal since it includes an all-round
experience of living in the desert.

After a fun and adrenalin filled dune bashing session, customers are offered a hearty lunch or dinner
depending on the tour selected and fun filled activities including, camel rides, Sheesha smoking,
Henna painting with a live barbecue. All of the above accompanied by the desert sunset makes for
an unforgettable experience for family and friends which can cherished and remembered over the
years to come.
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Danny Dakar - About Author:
Our a desert safaris in Dubai, spell themselves as a paradise irrespective of eras and times not only
because of the kind of desert activities we provide, but also because of the piquant delicacies
provided by us that cannot be relished elsewhere.
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